
We transform VV/VH data from Sentinel 1 into ESVI map product.

In the past years we carried out field-trials in several countries. 

We calibrated the ESVI in: 

Germany for winter cereals, rapeseed, corn and sugar-beet.

Hungary  for sunflower, corn, winter cereals and rapeseed.

UK for winter cereals, rapeseed and sugar beat.

USA for soya and corn.

Brazil for soya and corn.

Italy for rice.

Enhanced SAR vegetation index (ESVI)

Italy for rice.

For calibration we carried out field-trials on monthly basis.

We collected data, like phenological stage, dry-mass, vegetation 

height, leave area index, yield, grain humidity, weather data etc.

The ESVI map product has a spatial resolution of 20x20 m.

The color scheme is valid for the whole vegetation period.

The values range between 0 – 100.

The map products indicates the temporal and spatial variability

of crop development.



We use NDVI as reference, because normally it is the simplest way to get any reference 

data over the whole area. Of course optical data is a different physical measurement 

than radar. While NDVI normally reflect chlorophyll, ESVI can be seen as a proxy for 

green biomass. Radar measures structure and humidity of the surface.

The next slide shows five diagrams in one and some other slides will follow.

Therefore I want to explain first in order to better understand  the message. 

The time-series shows in red ESVI and in blue NDVI over the season.

In the center the mean value. Above and below the range of one standard deviation.

On the right side are four diagrams. On the right side are four diagrams. 

On top the spatial distribution of ESVI values for a given date. At the bottom the same 

kind of diagram for NDVI. Here we mainly compare the pattern within the plots.

The colors are hard coded, that means the distribution appears a bit rough.

In the center on the right you see the correlation coefficient of all points in the 

particular plot for the given date. 

On the left you see the correlation coefficient of the mean values over the time-series.



Brazil/Paraná  Corn as summer crop. The NDVI and the ESVI both reach a high level.

The performance in summer/rain season is significant higher and reflected in the data.



ESVI 2016/12/30:  This is an example of ESVI as map over a part of the region.

A few places are bare soil. Perhaps recently cleared woodland.



The same plot in winter season. In the second half of March the crop was harvested. The 

following peak is probably caused by soil preparation. In July is a drop caused by frost.



When we made this test we just received some geo-coordinates and I digitized 

plots on google earth. 

We didn´t have any information concerning an frost event and we were surprised 

in first instance, because of the significant drop in values.

Anyway, a drop of 3 dB normally means frost. Therefore I started to check in the 

internet, if I find some hints concerning our assumption. 

Later I downloaded weather data from a station which is about 150 km away. But 

a drop in temperature was reflected there as well. 

We can say, that especially frost, flood, drought and fire can be detected quite 

clear in SAR. We made tests as well for hail of course and storm damage. 

There the picture is not so clear, which means, you get a better result, if you 

detect the changes plot by plot.



Commodities Buzz: Frost Situation Impacts South American Wheat Crop In Current Year

By Mcx Live in Commodity News on July 22, 2017 1:41 pm 

The coldest temperatures of the year have been reported all across southern Brazil this week 

with many locations reporting temperatures below freezing. 

The cold temperatures are a particular concern in the state of Parana, approximately half the 

winter wheat was in a susceptible developmental stage for frost damage this week. 

Cold Front Hits Brazil’s Parana 

Coffee Regions With Frost In 3-Day 

AttackAttack

JULY 20, 2017, 01:28 EDT–Brazil’s 

southern coffee belt continued to 

register very cold weather early on 

Thursday with the Parana coffee 

regions of Jesuitas and Campo 

Mourao hit for third consecutive 

day with temperatures between 

+3C and +4°C, at which level, if 

exposed for a longer period of time 

as in the case of Jesuitas, coffee 

trees and crop can suffer frost 

damage.



Frost event

Dry period



Enhanced vegetation index ESVI 2017/06/28:  The time-series in ESVI from begin of season.



ESVI 2017/07/10: Vegetation growth can be observed compared to the previous dataset.



ESVI 2017/07/22:  In the past 12 days a frost event occurred and changed the index significantly.

Mainly the hills crest were affected due to wind condition.



Change 2017/07/22-2017/07/10. The map shows the change between the two dates in ESVI units.

A combination of weather data and satellite imagery could enable an index insurance scheme. 



If a claim gets notified you have to sent loss adjusters. When the plot 

boundaries are not available the loss adjuster will be guided by the farmer. 

If the loss adjuster has a tablet – PC we could upload some data on his 

machine. With QGIS and GPS he might be guided to damaged area.

We can produce as well print-outs as pdf and send a kind of report like on We can produce as well print-outs as pdf and send a kind of report like on 

the following page. 

If the plot boundaries are not available we can define as well maps, that 

show the area 2x2 km around the GPS coordinate. 

Anyway to get best results the work flow has to be adapted to your needs.



Change detection with SAR. Regular data sets with identical geometry allow statistical analysis.

Overview map for navigation

Reports for loss 

assessment  to guide loss 

adjusters in the field.



For another test in Germany I downloaded all available optical data. 

Since last year July there is beside Sentinel-2 A as well Sentinel-2 B.

In essence it means, that you can get theoretically every 5 days an image.

I proofed as well for Landsat 8, but I didn´t get much images.

I checked the thumbnails and as you can see on the next slide I was not very picky.

The strength of SAR is the availabilty and the constancy in quality, which allows you 

to do statistical analysis over the season and to be sure to have an image before and 

after the event, even before for closing date.after the event, even before for closing date.



Since July 2017 Sentinel 2B is operative.

Since then Sentinel 2 series has a 

repetition rate of 5 days.

These are the images we 

found in a test region in 

Germany last autumn. 

optical

theoretical

Landsat 8 & 

Sentinel-2
SAR

SAR data for those 

who cannot wait 

for a sunny day.



The next three slides are from another test we carried out in Germany.

We didn´t know the crop-types and we should proof, if we can automatically 

derive the plot boundaries from SAR data. 

As I put out already the strength of SAR data is the time-series and the 

opportunity to analyze the data statistically. 

On the next slide you see some background data from the area.

On the second slide you see a map, that was derived in the following way. 

Over the period from April to June you derive for each pixel some statistical Over the period from April to June you derive for each pixel some statistical 

figures, like Max value, Min, Mean, Stdev etc. You do this for both polarizations.

Then you combine all these single layers in a layer stack. 

From those layers, which are combined then in one file you select one for the 

red channel, one for the green channel and one for the blue channel. 

Then you see the different crop-types and later can use the single layers to select 

the classes for single crop types to be digitized. 

Nevertheless still there are some artefacts.



Hillshade SRTM 30 m and Open-Street-Map



Sentinel-1 RGB from multi-temporal data April-Juni



Vectorized field boundaries from multi-temporal SAR data



Customers need a reliable service, if they decided to use remote sensing 

data for precision farming, loss assessment or monitoring purpose. 

The information of ESVI indicates the relative variability of crop growth.

Remote sensing is based on change detection, hence based on time-series.

A permanent monitoring with a vegetation index derived from SAR is:

Conclusions

•Reasonable in price.

•Independent from cloud coverage.

•Constant for cross seasonal/annual statistical analysis.

•An asset for your customers to implement:

•Variable rate fertilization

•Variable rate planting

•Supervision of cultivated area

•Loss detection

•Harvest logistics


